
project 01: and per se and

In this project, you will explore one of the more expressive letterforms in the Latin alphabet—the 

ampersand—creating three distinct approaches to the form digitized in GlyphsApp and utilizing best 

practices for digital drawing. 

 

The ampersand has traditionally been an enormously playful part of any type designer’s workflow, with 

designers using it to muse on the expressive potential of the typeface and exaggerate personality in a 

letter that does not appear in use frequently enough to become overwhelming in a paragraph. 

This letterform also combines a difficult drawing form, the ‘s’ or inflected curve, with the balancing of 

two counters. This project allows you freedom to experiment in the form you create for the ampersand 

as the starting point, free from the backdrop of a full character set, and gradually builds from the shape 

concerns of an individual glyph, to a small character set that might form the basis for a typeface in  

the future. 

Learning outcomes: 

 » Improved digital drawing skills alongside freehand drafting

 » Introduction to font editor, curve construction, naming, metrics

 » Exploration of expressive potential of letterforms

 » Awareness of structural relationships between letterforms fused within a ligature and 

within a typeface

 » Introduction to proofing methods, resources and terminology.

 » Ability to isolate identifying features of a typeface

 » An improved awareness of historical models and influences

 » Honed skills in balancing weight, spacing and idiosyncrasy across the characters in  

a typeface. 

Steps:

 » Starting by gathering samples and visual references, begin looking carefully and 

identifying defining characteristics of the samples you have collected and why you like 

them. You are encouraged to read up on the classification and history of the samples you 

have collected for more context. Isolate the features and formal elements you like and 

want to combine. 

 » Work up a set of well-formed sketches of an ampersand (100 minimum). Explore a variety 

of approaches to the form in your sketches, ranging from super bold to super light, and 

incorporating different influences from decorative wood type to brush script. Investigate 

the relationship of the ampersand to the ‘e’ and ‘t’ forms, as well as to the italic or cursive 

history of the ampersand.

Final Submission Requirements: 

 » OTF, Glyphs file and PDF to Google drive of 3 ampersands

 » PDF should show ampersands in B&W and reversed out of 50% grey



 » B&W letter size printed proof of ampersands for mark ups 

 » Laser cut acrylic letterform, cut at Fashion’s TechStyleLab — you must make an app.
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Shady Characters ‘Ampersand’ Reading (supplied)

https://www.tech-style-lab.org/


